
TIPS FOR BEING A SUCCESSFUL VOLUNTEER LEADER 

 

Demonstrate God’s love through actions, attitude, words & Christlike leadership 
 

For one week in early December every year a THOROUGH count is conducted on ALL Midwest Mission 
inventory – From the front door of the Kit Room to the back wall of Warehouse 3 – each layette kit 
diaper pin to the boxes kits are packed in are counted and recorded. Continuing to keep the inventory 
count as accurate as possible is of the highest priority. Your help in this endeavor is greatly appreciated. 
The following tips are intended to help you help us. 

 
 

❏ Help volunteers to understand the importance of accuracy in inventory counting reminding 

them if necessary. 

 

❏ Monitor volunteers to ensure their counting and recording is as accurate as possible. Work with 

staff to assign (or reassign) tasks to match their abilities. 

 

❏ Encourage volunteers to only use the INVENTORY COUNT SHEETS to record their count filling in 

the date, name of item counted, 1 tally = _____ and their name in case a question arises 

concerning the count. 

 

❏ After items are counted into inventory make sure all INVENTORY COUNT SHEETS are placed in 

the top of the white file holder on the kit room desk. 

 

❏ After boxes or buckets of kits are made, record each box or bucket on an INVENTORY COUNT 

SHEET before leaves the Kit Room for the Warehouse. 

 

❏ Always finish counting and recording all new items into inventory before beginning to build any 

kits with them. 

 

❏ As you will note in the Kit Room and Warehouses different color INVENTORY SHEETS are being 

used to distinguish various types of inventory. 

❏ Full Containers or Pallets  HOT PINK 

❏ Partial Containers or Pallets  YELLOW 

❏ Redirect    LIGHT BLUE 

 

❏ When adding a newly inventoried FULL container of items to the warehouse, place a HOT PINK 

INVENTORY SHEET on the end of the container with the item name, date and number of items in 

the container BEFORE IT LEAVES the kit room. 

❏ All newly inventoried pallets of kits (FULL or PARTIAL) are to be labeled by staff before being 

moved anywhere. 



❏ When adding more newly inventoried items to a partially full container or pallet of like items in 

the warehouse, add the new count to the original count and write it on the YELLOW INVENTORY 

SHEET on the end of the container until the container is full at which time change the YELLOW 

INVENTORY SHEET to HOT PINK to denote a FULL container. 

 

❏ When getting more supplies for making kits, take from a container that has a LIGHT PINK “IN 

USE” label before starting to take out of a different container. 

 
These changes and tweaks are proving to be very helpful in the effort to efficiently maintain a much 
more accurate inventory. The Staff of Midwest Mission warmly thanks you for your help! If you have any 
questions or comments please don’t hesitate to speak up. 
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